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Abstract1

The litterature on Active Labour Market Programs have documented the existence of threat

(or ex ante) e�ects associated with future program participation. This implies that program

participation is somehow viewed as costly for potential participants. This paper combines data

from a randomized experiment with a structural economic model to estimate both the utility

costs and programme e�ects from participation in Active Labour Market Programs. The model

generates a link between observed behaviour such as job �nding rates into structural parameters

such as utility costs, while the experiment generates exogenous variation in the threat of program

participation. The estimates of the model are used to calculate the monetary compensation which

would make individuals indi�erent between being treated or not. The model thereby enables an

analysis of whether the programmes represent a worthwhile social investment by comparing the

employment gains to costs including those borne by the participating individuals. Thereby some

empirical quanti�cation of a long lasting discussion in the literature that analyse the optimal

design of labour market policies is provided. The estimates of the structural model are exploited

to analyse the heterogeneity in the compensating variation in relation to future prospects and

the timing of treatment in an environment which is characterized by duration dependence in

unemployment and rich heterogeneity across individuals. While the results are preliminary they

suggest that traditional Cost-Bene�t calculations which do not take the individual costs into

account largely overstate the gain from having these programmes. The costs are substantial and

are important to quantify in order to assess whether the current mix between programmes and

UI is optimal.

1Acknowledgement: This paper bene�ted from numerous comments and discussions at seminars and confer-
ences. I gratefully acknowledge comments and suggestions from C. Ferrall, J. Lise, J. Smith, T.M. Andersen, J.
Bagger, M. Svarer and R. Vejlin. I thank the Danish Labour Market Board for making the data available and the
CAFE grant for enabling part of this research. Results were generated using Ox (www.doornik.com) and FiveO
(a part of niqlow: jdi.econ.queensu.ca/niqlow).
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1 Introduction

In this paper I estimate how individuals value participation in Active Labour Market Programs

(ALMPs) which serve as a conditionality for receiving unemployment insurance (UI). Any poten-

tial costs associated with programme participation are a crucial input in an analysis of whether

such conditionalities in transfer recipiency constitute a worthwhile social investment or whether

potential suboptimal individual behaviour is better controlled by e.g. reducing bene�ts. Two

kinds of ALMPs are analysed: meetings and short activation programmes at the job centre.

By combining data from a randomized experiment and a structural economic model, I estimate

the utility costs and calculate the resulting compensating variation (CV), i.e. the monetary

compensation which equalize expected utility across the treatment and control group at in�ow

into the experiment. The CV takes potential productive e�ects from programme participation

(increases in job o�er rates), the value of alternative choices and future prospects for participants

into account. The estimates, and detailed data on other costs and gains from the programmes,2

allows for an assessment of whether the programmes under investigation constitute a worthwhile

social investments. Thereby some empirical evidence on how ALMPs a�ect individual behaviour

and how this should a�ect our use of these programmes is provided.

While there exists a large literature evaluating the e�ectiveness, in terms of e.g. job �nding, of

various kinds of ALMPs (for reviews see Card et al. (2010), Kluve (2010)) there are very few

papers focusing on the mechanism behind any generated impact and in particular the importance

of utility costs. The empirical literature (see Black et al. (2003a) and Hagglund (2011)) has doc-

umented the presence of so-called threat or ex ante e�ects which suggest that individuals view

programme participation as costly. As these programmes 'tax' leisure time by replacing it with

time in the job centre (public employment service); unpleasant or uninspiring work, increased

e�ort, monitoring or stigma are all potential explanations for the existence of such costs.3

The existence of costs implies that an evaluation of programme impacts through an analysis of

its impact on e.g. employment, is only partial in nature. Impacts arise at a cost, and in order to

assess whether a programme is actually bene�cial one needs to contrast the bene�ts generated

by the programme with its costs - here both actual programme costs (sta� at the job centre)

and individual costs. Since information about individual costs are generally not available this

ultimately introduces an imbalance between what programme evaluators evaluate as bene�cial,

and what society (or a social planner) would.4 The imbalance stems from the fact that the unem-

ployed respond to costs which are not included in the evaluation of the programme. This favours

programmes which generate e.g. the largest reductions in unemployment duration regardless

2The costs considered are i) costs associated with running the programmes, ii) the compensating variation
associated with the existence of the experiment, iii) costs associated with an increase in production (lost leisure).
Gains considered are i) value of increased production, ii) saved income transfers.

3Both pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs are therefore explanations for why the non-market (job centre) wage
could di�er from the market wage and they are essentially explanations of compensating wage di�erentials (e�ort
in the job centre is unpleasant and thus the �payment� is higher). In this paper I do not try to distinguish these
di�erent explanations, but instead estimate the total impact on agents.

4In the words of Heckman et al. (1999): �.. By doing this, however, these evaluations value labour supply
in the market sector at the market wage, but value labour supply in the non-market sector at a zero wage. By
contrast, individuals value labour supply in the non-market sector at their reservation wage.�
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of how participants value participation in the programmes. The importance of this imbalance

depends on the magnitude of utility costs, and therefore further knowledge is of central interest.

The question is also interesting from a theoretical point of view as the magnitude of costs is im-

portant for whether conditionalities in transfer recipiency can actually constitute a worthwhile

social investment (see next section).

Any quanti�cation of costs borne by the individual requires some link to a behavioural model,

the surrounding environment and an accurate description of the incentives faced by potential

participants over time. This link generates a translation of observed behaviour into decision

theoretic parameters such as utility costs. In the case of ALMPs this quanti�cation is further

challenged by the fact that participation is (ultimately) a conditionality for receiving UI bene-

�ts. Non-participation is therefore associated with a substantial loss of income due to sanctions

or suspension from bene�ts for a period of time. Therefore a direct expression of preferences

for the programme through choices of potential participants, choosing whether to participate or

not, are not present - unemployed workers will choose to participate although participation is

associated with costs that outweigh direct bene�ts from participation.5 Costs must therefore be

determined indirectly through behaviour such as job �nding rates or wages in future employ-

ment. This requires a full economic model of behaviour and an accurate description of behaviour

in the absence of the programme in order to identify the change in behaviour induced by the

programme and thus the individual costs.

In order to quantify costs this paper develops a dynamic discrete choice model of job search and

estimates it exploiting data from a Danish randomized experiment. The structural framework

provides a mapping from observed behaviour into the determinants of decision making at the in-

dividual level. The experiment improves identi�cation of unobserved costs for two reasons. First

the experiment generates exogenous variation in programme participation, which ensures that

di�erences in behaviour between control and treatment group can be prescribed to the impact

of the programme. Secondly as the experiment is a �nitely lived and time-varying intervention

which generates useful variation in the incentives faced by individuals and improve identi�cation

of the central parameters.6 To exploit the experimental variation the model contains a thorough

description of how the treatment changes over time which is particularly important to take into

account when estimating the costs of programme participation in a dynamic setting. It allows

agents to take into account that incentives for the treatment group change as they progress

through the experiment - every week is one week closer to the expiration of the intensi�ed treat-

ment and thus the future cost associated with programme participation declines.

The model is used to calculate the compensating variation (CV) associated with the experiment.

5A literature starting with Mo�tt (1983) identi�es the stigma/utility cost associated with receiving welfare
comparing take-ups and non-take-ups (extensive margin). This paper use variation in the intensive margin
(the intensity of the conditionality) and compare the behaviour of individuals in intensive regimes with similar
individuals in less intensive regimes. Variation in the intensive margin is generated by a social experiment and is
thus exogenous, which is useful in the identi�cation of the utility cost.

6From a methodological point of view this paper is therefore a part of a growing literature combining economic
models and empirical strategies with high internal validity (here experiments). Two di�erent approaches can
roughly be distinguished by whether the experimental variation is used as a source of validation (a test of the
behavioural model) or identi�cation of parameters of the model. See Wolpin and Todd (2006), Attanasio et al.
(2012), Ferrall (2012) and Lamadon et al. (2004) for examples of di�erent approaches.
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The CV takes into account that individuals can in�uence their likelihood of remaining unem-

ployed, and thus their chances of participation in the programmes. The CV is therefore di�erent

from utility costs that re�ect the immediate cost associated with inevitable programme parti-

cipation. For instance the CV will be lower for individuals �capable� of leaving unemployment

fast compared to individuals with worse employment prospects. Similarly the CV associated

with interventions at in�ow into unemployment is higher than in the case where programmes

start later in the unemployment spell because the former makes future participation more likely.

A �nal important aspect which in�uences the size of the CV is the presence of risk aversion

in the model. This increases the monetary compensation due to decreasing marginal utility of

wealth (decreasing �e�ciency� of the monetary compensation) and the inter-temporal separation

between a part of the paid compensation (which is paid in every week of the experiment) and

future programme participation.7 Naturally a quanti�cation of these aspects - and an assess-

ment of their relative importance - are important inputs in the discussion and future design of

optimal labour market policies. The aim of the model is to generate an environment with several

sources of heterogeneity between unemployed agents and in the cost associated with programme

participation. The heterogeneity in the environment implies that the impact of ALMPs di�ers

across individuals depending on their current state and future prospects. This way heterogeneous

treatment e�ects are endogenous to the model and the resulting CV - which serves as a crucial

input in a subsequent welfare calculation - will also vary across agents.

In the model agents face two discrete choices: while unemployed they choose a level of search

intensity and if a job o�er is present they choose whether to accept the job o�er or not. The

social environment is stationary and ergodic. Employed individuals stochastically accumulate

skills each period while employed. The rate at which workers loose their job depend on their

level of skills. If they loose their job their stock of skills may depreciate. Unemployed workers

may recieve a job o�er and the probability that this happens depend on their search activity

and their duration in unemployment. Wages depend on a draw of �rm productivity and the

level of skills. While unemployed individuals receive UI and in return have to participate in

meetings/activation programmes - participation in these programmes is potentially costly but

may increase job o�er rates.

From a methodological point of view the model follows in the lines of a novel framework de-

veloped in Ferrall (2002, 2012).8 This framework extends the classical work by e.g. Rust (1987)

into a setting with unobserved non-IID time-varying state-variables, unanticipated (or zero prob-

7There are no asset markets or savings in the model, the existence of these would allow the agents to smooth
consumption across states and thus potentially decrease the impact of this later channel. In an environment
without risk aversion the accumulated utility costs (i.e. the cost) would represent an upper bound of the welfare
costs associated with the experiment, but since risk aversion is an important justi�cation for the existence of UI
this is incorporated into the model.

8Ferrall (2012) studies the Self-Su�ciency-Project in a structural model and develops a framework which
incorporates the non-stationarities implied by the design of the experiment. He use the model to study how the
SSP a�ect incentives for low wage workers and whether the policy enables them to escape the �poverty trap�.
The model includes a waiting period and a qualifying period where potential participants must obtain work to
qualify for a wage subsidy. The analysis illustrates that these non-stationarities are crucial in interpreting the
experimental impact. Furthermore the paper shows how a well-de�ned structural model which incorporates these
non-stationarities substantially improves out of sample predictions, the overall �t of the model and thus any policy
recommendations.
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ability) choices, corrections for endogenous sampling (initial conditions) and the inclusion of a

�nitely lived experiment. In order to improve the identi�cation of unobserved state variables the

framework is extended in this paper. In particular, moments which are only indirectly linked

to state variables, and therefore not directly computable from the distribution over states in

a given period, are added to the set of moments which are used in estimation. The extension

includes introducing an �inner Markov chain� to the solution algorithm outlined in Ferrall (2012),

which calculates the distribution of e.g. employment duration over time although employment

duration is not a state variable in the model. The modi�cation shows how further moments can

be added to the model without increasing the state space or having to simulate the model. The

extension improves the estimation of the transition probabilities for unobserved state-variables

as it increases the number of predictions of the model which can be compared to corresponding

data moments, for instance moments describing the distribution of employment durations are

informative about the interaction between skills and job separations.

The estimates suggest that the cost associated with programme participation is non-negligible,

in particular unemployed would be willing to decrease UI bene�ts in a given week with up to 50%

in order to escape ALMP participation. The size of the utility costs are just below the lowest

possible sanction individuals may receive if they do not participate in ALMPs. The average CV

associated with the experiment is smaller than the monetary costs associated with programme

participation. The analysis shows that the CV varies with future prospects, in particular it is

smaller for individuals where alternative choices are more valuable - for instance in the case of

high skilled versus low skilled workers. The CV is particularly large for individuals with low

employment prospects who need larger compensation.

Using detailed information on the bene�ts and costs associated with the experiment under invest-

igation the paper presents a welfare analysis which includes the costs associated with the loss of

leisure in relation to both increases in employment rates and due to an increase in participation

in ALMPs. The size of the compensating variation implies that the gain from both interventions

are reduced. The welfare analysis thereby illustrates the importance of including more aspects

that just direct programme costs in an assessment of the optimal level of ALMPs in the labour

market.

This paper proceeds as follows: the next section contains some background and a review of the

related literature. Next the experiment and the available data are presented. The following

section contains some key features of the data which the model will try to incorporate. Then the

model and the empirical implementation are presented. The �nal sections contains results and

a conclusion.

2 Background and Related Literature

Policy makers have become increasingly focused on adverse selection and moral hazard in rela-

tion to UI as the empirical relevance of such phenomena has been documented in the literature

(see e.g. review by Chetty and Finkelstein (2013)). Several countries, and especially Northern
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European countries (see e.g. Andersen and Svarer (2007)), have introduced programmes target-

ing UI recipients such as meetings, job search assistance and workfare/activation programmes

in an attempt to re-align incentives, reduce moral hazard and improve market functioning. By

some this is referred to as 'active social insurance' (Roed (2012)) to underline that UI is not

only a passive transfer of income, but instead participation in these programmes serve as a

conditionality for receiving bene�ts.9 ALMPs can have two very di�erent aims: i) improve the

quali�cation level of the unemployed through e.g. counselling or training and thus improve future

job possibilities, or ii) they serve as mechanisms for ensuring that the unemployed are actually

available and searching to get out of unemployment. The latter objective is often mentioned as

an important component as the empirical literature has found limited relevance of the �rst aim -

especially in the case of traditional training programmes (see for instance Heckman et al. (1999)

and Kluve (2010)).

In this paper ii) is rationalized as a utility cost associated with programme participation while

i) enters through an increase in job o�er arrival rates immediately after programme participa-

tion. The cost might consist of several policy invariant parameters such as stigma or disutility

associated with participation (see e.g. Mo�tt (1983)), loss of leisure and an increase in e�ort in

order to attend meetings at the job centre.10 Although ALMPs might be successful in reducing

moral hazard in the market by increasing e.g. search activity, any costs associated with pro-

gramme participation challenges whether these programmes actually make individuals better o�

- or whether they would instead prefer lower bene�ts. These costs imply that some individuals

are worse o� than before the introduction of ALMPs, this is in fact why some search more to

leave unemployment before being activated, while at the same time the market is now more

e�cient. The overall implications for welfare are therefore less clear.

There is very little empirical work trying to quantify costs or assess the welfare implications of

programme participation.

Greenberg and Robins (2008) provide estimates of the value of lost leisure for participants in

the Self-Su�ciency-Project in Canada. This enables them to quantify the gain in consumer

surplus instead of the raw income gain associated with the wage subsidy.11 The authors �nd

that when the loss in non-market time is taken into account, the net bene�ts from that policy

is substantially reduced and sometimes even negative. Their analysis thereby provides further

9One example of this is the Danish labour market model were UI is generally generous and the level of
employment protection is quite low. The sustainability of such a system could be challenged by high structural
unemployment rates, e.g. due to low incentives for workers to leave unemployment. Therefore ALMPs are
considered a crucial part of the model and participation in such programmes is considered both a right and a
duty (see e.g. Andersen and Svarer (2007)).

10Search activity could also change due to the fear/risk of getting a sanction for non-compliance with the search
requirements (see below). In the model presented below search activity will change as a response to utility costs,
there is no risk of getting a sanction in the model.

11Using a matching procedure they identify the group of compliers in the experiment (the part of the treatment
group which enters employment caused by the subsidy). For this group of workers they use the earned wage in
employment, w∗ (including the subsidy) and the same wage without the subsidy, wn. The two observations and
economic theory can be used to bound the individual labour supply curve. The analysis exploits the fact that the
individual reservation wage for starting to work must be above wn - as the compliers do not work at in�ow into
the experiment - and thus by adding assumptions about the value of wR and the curvature of the labour supply
curve the authors can calculate the part of the gain in income which is o�set by increased e�ort.
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empirical justi�cation for why knowledge of how participants value their time in di�erent settings

should be of central interest in the literature and in the evaluation of programmes.

The analysis in Greenberg and Robins (2008) is di�erent in a number of dimensions compared

to the current paper. First, as participation is voluntary, participants prefer participation and

the size of the subsidy is used as a re�ection of the value generated by the programme. A

similar expression for the value of the programme does not exist for the experiment presented

below - here participation is an obligation. The value of the programme will therefore have to

be determined indirectly through changes in behaviour such as job �nding rates. Second, while

Greenberg and Robins (2008) use the size of the subsidy as an expression of the value created

by the programme, in the current paper exogenous variation in treatment status is exploited to

compare behaviour between treated and non-treated. This source of variation, and the structural

model, allows for a quanti�cation of a broader concept of costs including �xed costs associated

with actual participation. The model generates a mapping of di�erent channels of behaviour

into decision parameters and therefore exploit di�erences in behaviour along other channels than

wages only to learn about the size of costs.

Below other related theoretical and methodological literature is discussed.

Other related theoretical and empirical literature

The theoretical literature has analysed how and whether conditionalities such as workfare can in

fact improve welfare in a setting where society has a preference for redistribution. In summary

there exists normative work on whether, and under which conditions, conditionalities in bene�t

recipiency are welfare improving. The theoretical literature has studied two di�erent margins of

behaviour. Both along the extensive margin,12 i.e. the selection of individuals into unemploy-

ment, and along the intensive margin,13i.e. behaviour while in unemployment (e.g. job search),

behaviour may change with the introduction of workfare. The literature shows that workfare can

be welfare improving in some settings but it depends on the environment, the nature of costs

and the margin on which behaviour is studied.

A number of other papers have analysed how labour market programmes a�ect individual be-

haviour in the labour market in a theoretical and empirical framework (see also Cohen-Goldner

and Eckstein (2010); Albrecht et al. (2009a); Lamadon et al. (2004)). Adda et al. (2007) develop

a structural dynamic model of labour supply to study the impacts of the Swedish labour market

12Besley and Coate (1992) show that while conditionalities (costly unproductive activities) improve market
functioning and redistribute income to 'needy' individuals, this does not imply that agents are better of in terms
of utility. In particular the work requirement implies a cost of leisure which is high enough to o�set the increase in
bene�ts. Kreiner and Tranaes (2005) show that in an environment with voluntary and involuntary unemployment,
workfare can be an e�ective screening device for UI and lead to a Pareto improvement in the economy. The main
di�erence to the setting in Besley and Coate (1992) is that the screening problem is now focused on individuals
who di�er in their preference for leisure and not in terms of productivity. Other papers that analyse settings
where conditionalities can be welfare improving are Cu� (2000) and Beaudry et al. (2009).

13Andersen and Svarer (2014) focus on the e�ects of workfare on moral hazard in job search in a search and
matching model. To study behaviour along the intensive margin their framework is dynamic, and their analysis
shows that the threat of future participation in workfare increases the search e�ort of the unemployed before
actual participation and lowers his reservation wage. Under a utilitarian criterion the authors show that workfare
can in fact improve welfare.
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programmes. The study di�ers in a number of ways from the current one, most importantly

programme participation is voluntary in their setting and without costs. The model is used to

solve the self-selection problem into programme participation and analyse programme impacts

on earnings and job o�ers.14 Van Den Berg and Van Der Klaauw (2006) analyse how counselling

and monitoring programmes a�ect the transition rate into employment in a Dutch setting. They

show theoretically that incomplete monitoring of job search can have adverse e�ects as individu-

als substitute search towards formal (and measurable) search channels and away from informal

search. They compare the predictions to results from a social experiment which includes a survey

about search channels and �nd some evidence of substitution e�ects. The paper is focused on

the impact of closer monitoring on di�erent search channels and the existence of individual costs

beyond the costs of searching or the implications for welfare are not analysed. The impacts on

employment from the studied intervention are small and the authors explain this by ine�cient

targeting of the programme and a low intensity of treatment. They argue that a too excessive

focus on the monitoring of job search activity is ine�cient and that alternative policies such as

'leisure taxes' may be more e�cient.

Summary of literature and relation to model

The presentation above have shown that while there exists some empirical and theoretical work on

how labour market programmes a�ects both participants and non-participants there exists very

little work focused on the existence of individual costs and their implications for the attractiveness

of these programmes. The theoretical literature shows that workfare can be welfare improving in

some settings but it depends on the environment, the nature of costs and the margin on which

behaviour is studied.

This paper exploits changes in behaviour along the intensive margin to identify the cost associated

with programme participation (e.g. changes in unemployment duration). Since the experiment is

an unexpected event and does not change the in�ow into unemployment and because employment

separations are exogenous in the model, there will be no characterization of how selection into

unemployment depends on the existence and intensity of ALMPs. It is however perfectly plausible

that behaviour on both margins is driven by the the same cost (this requires that we disregard

any �xed costs associated with entry into UI which depends on the intensity of future ALMPs),

but naturally predictions of behaviour along the extensive margin requires a quanti�cation of all

the decision parameters related to this decision.15

Finally, there is no monitoring of search activity in the model presented below. One di�erence

between this paper and earlier work related to sanctions and monitoring (see also Fredriksson and

Holmlund (2006)) is therefore that the model below associate a cost to utility to each meeting at

14The type of programmes under investigation are more traditional training or job-experience programmes with
longer durations. By participating in the programmes participants renew their eligibility to UI. The authors show
that by abolishing the latter rule, welfare can be increased as the e�ciency of the market increases (as moral
hazard is reduced). In line with previous literature they �nd limited e�ects from job training programmes and
modest impacts from job experience programmes.

15Due to data limitations such a quanti�cation is outside the scope of the current paper, in particular data on
the reason for employment separations would be required to model this margin.
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the job centre whereas the earlier literature attributes all changes in behaviour to the disutility

in the case where individuals are sanctioned. The two formulations generate similar behaviour

but the former is directly linked to current periods costs. While in reality both explanations are

probably relevant to explain the increases in the job �nding rate I report below, it is beyond the

scope of this paper to separate the two. Furthermore, as the sanctioning rate is very low in the

Danish labour market (see e.g. Svarer (2011)) and the stated intention of the treatments stated

below was no intensi�cation of monitoring, this could suggest that the risk of getting caught is

maybe the less relevant channel.

3 Data, Institutions and the Experiment

This section presents the Danish institutional setting, the social experiment and the data used in

the analysis. The Danish labour market is rather �exible and is referred to as an example of the

Flexicurity model. It has less employment protection legislation than most continental European

countries and much higher labour turnover (see e.g. OECD (2009)). At the same time a tight

social security net with near-universal eligibility for income transfers keeps income security high.

Finally active labour market policies are seen as an important part of this model.16 Today

ALMPs are among the most intensive in OECD, with around 1.3% of GDP spent per year on

active policies and more than 12 billion Dkk on ALMPs alone (see Board (2014)). There are two

types of bene�ts for unemployed workers, UI bene�ts and social assistance. Approximately 80% of

the labour force are members of a UI fund and therefore eligible for UI bene�ts. The remaining

20% may receive means tested social assistance. The policies that apply to UI recipients are

presented below, they constitute the target group of the experiment presented in the next section.

UI bene�ts are essentially a �at rate due to an upper bound on payments (see e.g. Lentz

(2009)) and the duration of bene�ts in the period under study (2008-2009) is 4 years. A 'right

and duty' principle governs labour market policies. Unemployed individuals have the right to

compensation for the loss of income, but also the duty to take action to get back into employment

and follow instructions from the job centre (public employment service). Interactions between

public authorities and unemployed individuals take place in job centres and activities are mainly

contact (meetings) and activation (see Maibom et al. (2014)). At in�ow into unemployment a UI

eligible individual has to register at the local job centre. She then has to attend a meeting with

a caseworker every 3rd month and to participate in an activation programme after 9 months (6

if below 30 years old) of unemployment and subsequently every 26 weeks. For the experiment

outlined below these are the labour market policies that will be faced by individuals in the control

groups. Treated individuals are obliged to participate in further activities beyond the activities

presented here.

In order to increase the knowledge about the e�ectiveness of current labour market policies the

National Labour Market Authorities have conducted a series of experiments. Evaluations have

16The 1980s were characterized by persistently high unemployment rates and a low intensity of ALMPs. As
the intensity of ALMPs grew, structural unemployment fell, and therefore observers have seen intensive ALMPs
as an important part of the Flexicurity model (see e.g. Andersen and Svarer (2007)).
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established that there are potentially favourable gains from earlier and intensive active labour

market programmes (ALMPs) in the form of either meetings or activation programmes (see e.g.

Graversen and van Ours (2008a); Maibom et al. (2017)). But, importantly the evaluations says

nothing about the e�ect of these interventions on welfare.

Experimental Design

The experiment was conducted in two di�erent regions in Denmark in 2008. Each region had

a separate treatment (either an intensi�cation of individual meetings or early activation) and

each region also had their own treatment and control group. The experiment is presented and

analysed in Maibom et al. (2017) and I refer to their paper for details on the setting beyond

what is presented below.17

The target population of the experiments were UI eligible individuals who became unemployed

during weeks 8-29 in 2008. The assignment to treatment or control groups was based on the

date of birth. Individuals born on the 16th − 31st were assigned to the treatment groups, while

those born on the 1st − 15 were assigned to the control groups. No information was given to

the unemployed workers on the selection rule. Once immigrants are excluded from the sample

Maibom et al. (2017) �nd no deviations from random assignment, and therefore I treat it as

such. See also Appendix B Table 12, for balance of means tests and descriptives.

At in�ow into the experiment treated individuals received a letter explaining the new treatment

to which they will be exposed. The information letter marks the start of the treatment, since

the worker may react to the information on the new regime. Table 1 presents an overview of the

activities in the treatment group beyond the regular activities presented above. Individuals in the

treatment group from the region around the capital city, Copenhagen (R1), had to participate in

individual meetings with a caseworker every other week for the �rst 13 weeks of unemployment,

a total of 6-7 meetings during the �rst 13 weeks of the experiment. The stated intention of the

individual meetings was counselling of the unemployed - no extra monitoring was required to

take place, but naturally this says nothing about the perception of the meetings from the point

of view of the unemployed nor the actual content. Individuals in the treatment group from the

region around the second largest city, Aarhus (R2), were required to participate in an activation

programme for at least 25 hours per week from week 14 in unemployment until week 26. This

experiment - the activation wall - was designed speci�cally to investigate the presence of ex ante

e�ects due to the knowledge of having to participate in an activation programme, as well as ex

post e�ects of actually having participated.1819

17The experiments investigated here were a part of a larger experiment 'Quickly Back to Work 2' which consisted
of four separate experiments, each with its own treatment and control group. See Maibom et al. (2017) for details.

18Note that in order to test speci�cally for the ex ante e�ect in an experimental setting, there should have been
no actual treatment taking place from week 13 onwards. For our analysis the assumptions implied by the model
allows us to test for the existence of such e�ects namely through the presence of a substantial utility cost.

19An important advantage of the available data in Maibom et al. (2017) is that it allows evaluators to assess the
extent to which the planned treatment was actually implemented. Their analysis documents that the intended
treatment was implemented to a large extend. There are also some deviations from perfect compliance as the
meetings and activation intensity is not as high as planned (80% versus 100 % by design). While there can be
several explanations this issue is ignored below as agents might still react solely to the threat of participation. This
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From the presentation it is clear that the experiment have some important features which should

Table 1: Content of the experiments
Weeks Meetings (R1) Activation (R2)

0-1 Recieve Information Letter W Recieve Information Letter W

1-13 Individual Forthnightly Meetings T W

14-26 PT Participation in activation programme T

26- PT PT
Note: The table presents the content of activities individuals in the treatment group has to participate in

beyond any regular activities (see above). R1 denotes the meetings region and R2 the region with activation.

be incorporated into the structural representation to model the incentives faced by unemployed

workers accurately - and thus estimate key decision parameters credibly. In particular, the

unemployed treated individuals progress through three di�erent phases with di�erent duration

(phases are outlined in Table 1): i) a waiting phase (W) which starts with the information letter

and stops when actual treatment begins (in R1 this constitutes 1-2 weeks and in R2 this will

be 13 weeks), ii) the actual treatment phase (T) and iii) ex-post treatment (PT) which marks

the end of the experiment. The model presented below is set up to account for the fact that

incentives change as individuals progress through the experiment. For instance individuals might

be more likely to increase their search e�ort as T approaches and similarly the incentive to leave

unemployment declines as PT approaches and the future intensity of activities declines.

Data and De�nitions

The data are extracted from administrative registers merged by the National Labour Market

Authority into an event history data set, which records and governs the payments of public in-

come transfers, records participation in ALMPs, and has information on periods of employment.

The data includes detailed weekly information on: labour market status and history (employ-

ment, unemployment, in education, on leave, etc.). Labour market status is calculated based on

information from the register on payments of public income transfers. This data is subsequently

merged with two other datasets BFL and IDA20 in order to obtain further information, in par-

ticular monthly wages before taxes, hours and the education level of workers.21

The raw sample excluding immigrants consists of 3385 individuals who are either assigned to

the treatment or control group. To have a more homogeneous sample I disregard workers be-

low the age of 22 and above the age of 58.22 This leaves 3099 individuals in the sample. The

corresponds to assuming that non-participation in treatment in a given week is truly exogenous and unexpected
(for instance due to administrative changes or other events).

20IDA: Integrated Database for Labour Market Research. IDA is a matched employer-employee panel containing
socio-economic information on the entire Danish population. Both persons and �rms can be monitored from 1980
onwards. BFL: Employment Statistics for Employees. BFL contains monthly data on jobs, paid hours of work
and total wage to employees throughout the year. BFL is available from 2008 and onwards. Both data sets are
available through servers at Statistics Denmark (see dst.dk).

21The analysis below uses wages after imputed taxes, assuming a tax rate of 37.5 % for all workers (this
corresponds to the average tax rate for individuals on UI in 2008, see Maibom et al. (2017))

22The age-restrictions allow me to ignore decisions about retirement and entry into education. I treat entry
into educatoin after the age of 22 as any other public support scheme (in the data less than 4 % of workers transit
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data is divided into sub-groups depending on the educational level of the individual. There are

3 educational levels: low (individuals with only primary education and less than 12 years of

education), medium (individuals with vocational education and 12-14 years of education), high

(individuals with further education and above 14 years of education). Table 2 shows the division

into subgroups de�ned by region, treatment status and education levels.

The �nal data identi�es individuals in any public support schemes at a given point in time -

Table 2: Number of observations
Education Groups Low Medium High

Control (R1) 211 376 137

Treatment (R1) 212 399 141

Control (R2) 102 298 396

Treatment (R2) 92 307 428
R1: meetings region, R2: activation

these will be unemployed in the model presented below. The data used does not allow for a mean-

ingful distinction between individuals in regular employment (where the registers contain wage

information etc.) and individuals who are in a residual 'self-su�cient' group where there is no

information on either wages or public support (this group contains self-employed, black-sector

workers and workers out of the labour force). Individuals transitioning to the self-su�ciency

state are therefore treated as individuals transitioning into employment as these are individuals

who have opted out of any public support scheme (UI eligibility is 4 years at the time of the

experiment).23 Figure 13 in Appendix B shows how the fraction in the residual group evolves

over time. Unsurprisingly changing the outcome makes the impact of treatment a little larger,

but I show below that the important data features are similar regardless of the used employment

de�nition.

In the next section I provide more details on the impact of the experiment in relation to the

model developed below.24

4 Data and model

This section presents features of the data which serve as the motivation for the speci�cation of

the model presented in the next section. Table 12 in Appendix B shows average characteristics

for treated and controls in each region and the p-value associated with a test of equality of

into some kind of education which is supported by the state)
23The de�nition of employment is thereby slightly di�erent from the de�nition used in Maibom et al. (2017) as

the model thus captures the decision of whether to stay in public transfers or not. In Maibom et al. (2017) time
spent in the employment state is compared across treatment and control group. Individuals not in employment
are either self-su�cient or in public support.

24In general, the �ndings in Maibom et al. (2017) is that meetings lead to a signi�cant increase in employment
rates. Furthermore a positive and statistically signi�cant e�ect on accumulated weeks spent employed remains
signi�cant over the whole 5 year horizon studied. The activation wall produces results which are positive but
insigni�cant, but for certain subgroups and especially young workers the impacts are large and statistically signi-
�cant. Estimates from a duration model suggest both the presence of e�ects ex ante and subsequent employment
duration e�ects. There are also interesting gender di�erences where females generally respond faster than males.
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means. In general the sample is balanced both in terms of past earnings, demographics and

employment history. The descriptives show that while the experiment was directed at newly

unemployed workers, 20-30 % of the participants came from other states than employment (e.g.

education, unemployed or previously sick-listed). To interpret the generated impacts of the

experiment it is therefore important to keep in mind that some of the treated individuals were

in fact previously unemployed which could a�ect the size of impacts. There are also some

important regional di�erences (the distribution across cells in Table 2 also di�ers depending on

the region) which implies that comparing impacts across regions requires further assumptions.

The estimated structure of the model can be used to analyse the sensitivity of the raw impacts

to these di�erences.

Data patterns

Figure 1 shows the employment rates from in�ow into the experiment and onwards for the two

regions. The �gure shows that employment rates increase rapidly within the �rst 20 weeks

hereafter the employment level stabilizes. There are educational di�erences in the in�ow rates

and in the �stable� employment levels. In particular there is a clear educational ordering in

the employment level after 30 weeks: the employment rate is around 70% for individuals with

high education, and slowly increasing, whereas the employment level is around 55% (40 %) for

individuals in the medium (low) group and stable or slightly deceasing. The hazard rate out of

unemployment for the control groups (see Figure 2) is declining with duration in unemployment.

This implies that even in relative terms the initial out�ow is high compared to the pool at risk.

Figure 1 also shows some interesting di�erences between treatment and control groups. In

particular across both regions (with one exception) it appears that treated individuals are in

employment to a larger extent. The di�erence is large initially and then it substantially decreases

over time, except for low educated in the activation region. Table 3 show the result of a regression

of employment status on treatment status for di�erent regions and time periods. The table shows

that already after 2(4) weeks in the experiment treated individuals in the meetings region (R1)

are signi�cantly more employed. At this point unemployed individuals may have participated in

1(2) meeting(s) and therefore the results indicate either a very productive �rst meeting or the

presence of ex ante or threat e�ects. In the activation region (R2), where treated individuals

only start participation in activation after 13 weeks (see Table 1), the results are more mixed

after 4 weeks. When I run the same regression 10 (14) weeks after in�ow into the experiment

the results are much larger for treated individuals in R2. The regressions therefore suggest that

the timing of the treatment is important and that di�erences are large in the very early stages

of treatment which could be a combination of both threat e�ects and programme e�ects. The

fact that the e�ects accumulate this early (and also before treatment starts) indicates that the

existence of a utility cost could be an important channel.25

25As earlier mentioned the �employment criterion� used here de�nes anyone who do not receive public support
as employed. Table 14 in Appendix B performs the same analysis using a stricter employment criterion which was
also used in Maibom et al. (2017). The e�ects are very similar and the main �ndings and signi�cance remains
although some of the e�ects are smaller in magnitude which suggests that a part of the response to treatment goes
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Figure 1: Employment rates and in�ow (treated and controls)
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Note: time since start of experiment is measured in weeks

Figure 3 shows the average hourly wage as a function of duration in employment. Wages

generally increase with employment duration. The level and the growth rate of wages di�er by

education, and there is also variation within educational groups (the standard deviation is around

20-25% of the mean). Wage-pro�les in treatment and control groups are generally similar, but

wages seem slightly higher (lower) for low (medium) educated individuals in the treatment group.

Table 15 in Appendix B shows the results from a regression of wages on treatment status after

10 weeks in employment.26 The results show that the di�erences across groups are insigni�cant

through self-su�ciency or self-employment and then later employment (a part of individuals in self-su�ciency
could also be employed due to data limitations).

26Di�erences in wage pro�les (or lack of) can also be �awed by selection as treatment status is no longer
exogenous in post-unemployment spells. In the presence of any impact or behavioural change associated with the
experiment the composition of individuals in employment will di�er between control and treatment.
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Figure 2: Hazard rate for individuals in the control group
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except for medium educated individuals in the meetings region.

Summary and relation to model:

The model contains di�erent explanations for decreasing out�ow rates and di�erences across

education levels documented in Figures 1 and 2. These are duration dependence in job o�er

probabilities, di�erences in wage o�ers and di�erences in preferences (both in terms of observ-

ables and unobservables). The estimated parameters will be informative about what drives the

declining pattern.

Changes in the average wage of employed workers in the model can be driven by two explanations:

dynamic selection out of employment as low wage individuals leave for unemployment or true

skill gains which imply higher wages. The model allows for these features through a search sensit-

ive component of wages (di�erent wage o�ers) and stochastic skill accumulation while employed.

The skill level will be unobserved to the econometrician and changing over time. Di�erences in

wages and wage growth will be important for how individuals value employment (and therefore

also lead to di�erences in the compensating variation associated with programme participation).

5 Model

This section presents the model in more detail. Each subsection presents di�erent elements: The

dimensions of actions and heterogeneity (state variables). The di�erent primitives of the model:

the utility function, the wage function and the evolution of skills. The decision rules which

determine individual behaviour, and �nally the timing of the model. The next section explains
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Table 3: Employment results
Meetings Activation

After 2 weeks Low Medium High Low Medium High

Treatment indicator 0.0887* 0.0620* 0.123* 0.0256 0.0634+ 0.0257

(0.0410) (0.0314) (0.0506) (0.0627) (0.0349) (0.0265)

After 4 weeks

Treatment indicator 0.102* 0.0446 0.120* -0.0156 0.0496 -0.0274

(0.0468) (0.0349) (0.0567) (0.0690) (0.0384) (0.0298)

After 10 weeks

Treatment indicator 0.120* 0.00197 0.149* 0.115 0.105* -0.0408

(0.0481) (0.0356) (0.0589) (0.0717) (0.0405) (0.0343)

After 14 weeks

Treatment indicator 0.130* 0.0351 0.133* 0.166* 0.0936* -0.0547

(0.0473) (0.0348) (0.0577) (0.0712) (0.0399) (0.0348)

Observations 423 775 278 194 605 824
Note: The results are from separate OLS regressions after 2, 4, 10 and 14 weeks. The dependent variable is

employment status. Huber/White standard errors, + p < 0.10 , * p < 0.05

how the model is solved and estimated.

Individuals in the model, are forward looking and in�nitely lived. They maximize the discounted

sum of all future pay-o�s by making discrete choices in a dynamic environment. The environment

is stationary and ergodic (conditional on state variables) and a time period in the model corres-

ponds to 2 weeks in the data.27 State variables are discrete and the transition probabilities for

state variables depend on the characteristics of the agents in ways that will be speci�ed below.28

The environment is characterized by duration dependent job o�er rates, search sensitive wages,

stochastic skill accumulation in employment and depreciation at in�ow into unemployment. Em-

ployed individuals face a probability of a lay-o� which is independent of individual choices but

depends on their skill level. Unemployed receive UI and participate in ALMPs which consist of

two elements: meetings and activation. Participation in a given programme is associated with

a potential loss of utility while it can also increase the probability of receiving a job o�er. To

estimate these components a non-stationary and �nitely lived experiment is introduced into this

environment (see more below). Di�erences in technology and preferences generate heterogeneous

impacts of the experiment and therefore heterogeneous treatment e�ects are endogenous to the

27To maintain focus on the individual behaviour and utility costs the model is cast in partial equilibrium. The
inclusion of GE e�ects is still seldom in the literature and the interventions considered here are relatively short
which could complicate the analysis further as �rms simply do not have time to respond to the change in the
environment (alternatively they may know that the intervention is temporary). Gautier et al. (2012) consider the
GE e�ects in an earlier Danish experiment where the treatment period and intensity is longer. See also Lamadon
et al. (2004) who focus on the Self-su�ciency Project conducted in Canada. They calibrate a search and matching
model using data on the control group and use the data on the treatment group to validate their predictions about
the equilibrium e�ects of the SSP.

28The model presented below use the same overall framework as in Ferrall (2012, 2002) which also contains
the necessary assumptions and requirements to the primitives (e.g. environment, transition functions and utility)
enabling the researcher to solve the model and deal with a problem of initial conditions in an environment with
unobserved state variables which evolve in a non-iid fashion. While developing model primitives it is therefore
ensured that these assumptions are met. Primarily this implies ensuring the existence of an ergodic distribution -
the main requirement is that transitional dynamics for each state variable is either ergodic, invariant or dependent.
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Figure 3: Wage-pro�les for employed workers
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Note: time since start of experiment is measured in weeks

model.

Choices and State Space

Table 5 contains an overview of the parameters to be estimated, this entails preference para-

meters and parameters which a�ect the transition of stochastic state variables. Table 16 in the

appendix provides an overview of other model parameters which are not estimated (e.g. the

meetings intensity). The next subsections contains more detail on how primitives of the model

depend on parameters and state variables.29

29κe implies that κ is a vector with an education speci�c entry (see Table 5). In this case this implies that the
cost associated with working is estimated separately for each education group.
#points(hc) gives the number of di�erent values the state variable hc may take. State variables always take values
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Let α contain current actions and let θ contain the value of the state, i.e. the collection of vari-

ables which summarize all information about the past needed in the forward-looking optimization

problem. The action space consists of two variables: a search activity choice (ac ∈
{

0, 15 , .., 1
}
)

and a working status choice (wc ∈ {0, 1}) if a job o�er arrives. Individuals choose search activity

along both the extensive margin and the intensive margin while they only make a choice at the

extensive margin of employment if a job o�er is available - the intensive margin (e.g. hours

worked) is assumed �xed and constant across jobs.30 When employed there are no choices to be

made and any potential wage increase is explained through stochastic skill accumulation (this

thereby also includes changes related to job to job transitions in the data). While there could be

important e�ects from job quieting behaviour the data will not allow us to determine the reason

for job separations.

The state space (θ) summarizes all relevant information in the environment in�uencing indi-

viduals in their decision making (wages, employment status, wage process). Table 4 contains an

overview of the elements of the state space which consists of a collection of state variables de-

scribing the �normal� social environment and another collection of state variables which describe

the experiment, thus θ = (θenviroment, θexperiment).

θenviroment consists of a time-invariant part and a time-varying part. While the time-invariant

part of the state space is una�ected by choices made by individuals, time-varying states may

change as a result of choices. Since a part of the time-varying state space evolves stochastic-

ally, individuals do not know the future position of the state space θ′ with certainty but form

rational expectations. The time-invariant state variables divide individuals into experimental,

educational, regional and 'patience' groups. A state variable g marks the treatment status of

individuals (control, treatment), e marks the education level of the individual (low, medium or

high skilled) and r the region (R1- �the meetings region� or R2 - �the activation region�) - all

variables are observed by the econometrician. The environment is also composed on a (�nite)

number of types (k) who di�er in how they discount the future, in particular one type has a bi-

weekly time preference parameter of β = 0.995 while the time preference parameter for the other

type is an estimated parameter of the model. Type status is unobserved to the econometrician

and the distribution of types di�er across educational and regional groups.

Time-varying state variables are variables for unemployment duration (cu), meetings or activ-

ation participation status (mp/ap), a potential job o�er (j), the level of skills/human capital

(hc) and the employment status of the individual (em). Unemployment duration (cu) counts

the duration of the current unemployment spell (since last job loss). The meetings (activation)

variable (mp/ap) indicates whether individuals currently participate in one of the programmes.

A job o�er (j) is a draw of �rm productivity which is mapped into an actual wage o�er through

a wage function. Wages are also a function of the current level of skills (hc).

The experiment is included into the model by adding two state variables (collected in θexperiment)

to the state space. These state variables serve as �accounting variables�. They cosists of a treat-

{0, 1, ..., points(hc)− 1} unless otherwise stated.
30To model the intensive margin of employment further characteristics of the employment situation would be

necessary, for instance detailed data on working hours, other bene�ts and tax schemes.
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ment phase indicator (p) and a counting variable for the time spent in the current phase (c).

The inclusion of these variables allows the incentives to change as individuals progress through

the experiment: for instance the incentive to leave unemployment may increase as the individual

progress through the �waiting phase� knowing that in 6 periods an early activation scheme begins.

Table 4: Elements of the state space
Sub-space State variable Symbol Type Transition #points() Data

θenviroment Education group e Time-invariant none 3 Observed

θenviroment Regional group r Time-invariant none 2 Observed

θenviroment Treatment group g Time-invariant none 2 Observed

θenviroment Time preference group k Time-invariant none 2 Unobserved

θenviroment Unemployment duration cu Time-varying deterministic 10 Observed

θenviroment Job o�er j Time-varying stochastic 6 Unobserved

θenviroment Meetings status mp Time-varying stochastic* 2 Observed

θenviroment Activation status ap Time-varying stochastic* 2 Observed

θenviroment Skill level hc Time-varying stochastic 4 Unobserved

θenviroment Employment status em Time-varying stochastic 2 Observed

θenviroment Lost job l Time-varying stochastic 2 Observed

θexperiment Treatment phase p Time-varying deterministic 3 Observed

θexperiment Clock (time in current p) c Time-varying deterministic 6 Observed
* in the treatment phase πmp and πap are set to 1. #points(hc) gives the number of di�erent values the state
variable hc may take. State variables always take values {0, 1, ..., points(hc)− 1} unless otherwise stated.

Utility, Costs and Wages

The current payo� is described as a function of generated income and costs (pecuniary and

non-pecuniary):

U (α, θ) = −e−η(Income(α,θ)−Cost(α,θ))

The formulation keeps costs in monetary units while ensuring that agents are risk averse - thereby

an insurance motive can exist in the economy.

31 Costs vary with education levels (e) and unobserved type (k). They depend on e�ort and

mandatory programme participation:32

ˆCost (α, θ) = ξ · sc+ κe · ec+ φeap · ap+ φemp ·mp

Costs are incurred from exerting e�ort either through search activity (ac 6= 0), working (wc = 1)

or participation in programmes. Costs are linearly increasing in the intensity of e�ort. The

31The formulation is similar to Shimer and Werning (2008), u (ct − v (e)), if we assume that capital markets
do not exist or workers are liquidity constrained such that they consume all income each period. Shimer and
Werning (2008) also use CARA utility.

32Note that in the current version ξψk would be easier expressed as ξk (thus just estimate type speci�c search

costs). In a future version costs will be formulated as cost (α, θ)ψk , therefore I stick to the separation between ψk
and ξ below.
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Table 5: Estimated parameters:
Preference or wage parameters

Symbol Model Note Dimensions

γ Utility Curvature utility 1

ξ Utility Search cost 1

κe Utility Work cost dim(e)

φemp Utility Meetings cost dim(e)

φeap Utility Activation cost dim(e)

ψk Type Time preference dim(k)

πr,ek Type Fraction of type 2 dim(e*r)

µ Wages Wage constant 1

σe Wages Return to J dim(e)

η Wages Return to hc 1

ρ Smoothing Smoothing kernel 1
*dim(k): variable varies with the number of unobserved types (2)

** To ensure the existence of an ergodic distribution this parameter must be strictly larger than 0
Transition functions

Symbol Model Note Dimensions

πrw,1 Job o�ers Duration dependence dim(r)

πew,2 Job o�ers Long term job o�er** dim(e)

πw,mp Job o�ers Productive e�ect (meeting) 1

πw,ap Job o�ers Productive e�ect (activation) 1

πlj,1 Job loss Risk of job loss, hc impact** 1

πelj,3 Job loss Risk of job loss dim(e)
πr=2
lj,2 Job loss Regional speci�c scale e�ect** 1

πehc,1 Skill level Appreciation of hc dim(e)

πhc,2 Skill level Loss of hc** 1
*dim(r): variable varies with the number of regions (2)

** To ensure the existence of an ergodic distribution this parameter must be strictly larger than 0

education speci�c cost connected to the participation in ALMPs (φei ) depends on the type of

programme (i.e. either meetings or activation) as programmes are di�erent in content and scope.

The costs associated with working are education speci�c while the ξ is the same for all individuals.

The total cost associated with searching is similar across types but the return to search varies

due to two factors. First. it varies across regions and demographic groups due to di�erences in

the likelihood of recieving a job o�er and the associated wage paid. Secondly it varies across

tume preference types due to the di�erence in how they value the future.

Utility is only meaningfully de�ned when income succeed costs. To avoid taking the log of a

negative number and to keep parameters in the relevant area for optimization, costs are expressed

as a fraction of maximum attainable earnings for an individual with the highest education level,

wage o�er and skills. Wmax
33 therefore does not vary between di�erent types of agents. Total

costs are therefore expressed as:

Cost(α, θ) = Wmax · ˆCost(α, θ)

33Wmax (α, θ) = exp
(
µ+ σe=31 + η · 1

)
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Income consists of the wage when working and UI when unemployed:

Income (α, θ) =

W (α, θ) if wc=1

UI if wc=0

When unemployed individuals receive UI which is determined as a �xed amount assuming that

all individuals qualify for the maximum amount of bene�ts. Lentz (2009) estimates that around

90% of the unemployed workers in the labour market quali�es for this amount.34 UI eligibility

is not modelled here since enrolled unemployed are newly unemployed (with some deviations as

documented above), the study period is relatively short and eligibility is 4 years in this period.

The wage function is similar in some dimensions to Ferrall (2012), and is modelled as:

W (α, θ) =

0 if j=0

exp
(
µ+ σeΦ−1

(
j

#points(j)

)
+ η ·

(
hc

#points(hc)

))
if j>0

µ is a wage constant and represents the deterministic part of wages, η measures the return to

skills and σe measures the importance of the frictional or search sensitive component of wages

(a draw of �rm productivity). The transformation of values of j into percentiles of the normal

cdf ensures that the distribution of wages is not uniform and that the wage dispersion does not

depend on the dimension of job o�ers. The presence of a search sensitive component in wages

(through di�erent job o�ers) implies that individuals form reservation wages as optimal stopping

rules. The reservation wage will be revised as unemployment duration increase and therefore an

analytical expression is not obtainable as in the more standard case (see e.g. Wolpin (1987)).

Di�erences in wages across educational levels are generated by di�erences in skill accumulation

(presented below) and in the return to search. As σe varies across educational groups it allows

the within group variance to be di�erent and this is also an important channel through which

experimental impacts can di�er as the cost of accepting lower wage o�ers di�ers depending on

the estimate of σe.

Jobs and Skills

At in�ow into unemployment individuals have no job o�ers (j = 0), thereafter a job o�ers arrive

each period with probability πw. Arrival rates are determined as a function of search activity,

unemployment duration and programme participation. Following the literature on endogenous

search (see e.g. Mortensen and Pissarides (1999)) job o�er rates are proportional to search

activity:

πw = ac·
[
Φ
(
πrw,1 · uedur

)
+ πew,2 + πw,mp ·mp + πw,ap · ap

]
34The replacement level of a worker earning 150% above average earnings is around 0.6, see Bjoern and Hoej

(2014). Therefore UI is set to 0.6 ·Wmax in the model.
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The probability of receiving an o�er consists of a regional speci�c duration dependent term(
πrw,1

)
and constant terms πrw,2, πw,mp and πw,ap. πw,mp (πw,ap) represents a potential increase

in job o�er arrival rates the period after participation in a meeting (activation). The duration

dependent term is similar to Wolpin (1987). If employers use duration in unemployment as a

screening device, which has been suggested in the literature (see e.g. Kroft et al. (2013) and Belzil

(1995)), πrw,1 will be negative. In this case the �rst term goes to 0 as uedur increase and πew,2 is

then the probability that a long term unemployed receives a job o�er. Note that the model also

allows for �spurious� negative duration dependence in the form of dynamic selection generated

by changes in the composition of unobservable types and the stock of skills across remaining

unemployed individuals. The observation that out�ow rates are declining with unemployment

duration (as documented in Figure 2) can thereby also result from the more �able� (high paid or

low cost) types leaving unemployment early, while the remaining stock consists of a consecutively

weaker group of unemployed.

The concept of skills included in this model can be thought of as a mixture of general and speci�c

skills - sometimes skills are transferable to new jobs, other times skills are speci�c to past jobs.35

Skills are included to generate di�erences in the value of a job (both through payment and

stability) across agents which are unobserved and change over time. It is an important channel

through which the incentive to leave unemployment di�ers across both time and individuals.

While employed the stock of skills appreciates every period with an education speci�c probability

πehc,1 re�ecting skill improvements through learning on the job. When separated from a job, skills

are lost with probability πhc,2. This captures that acquired skills have become obsolete in the

market and therefore expected future wages will be lower for instance because individuals will

have to start in a new job without any prior experience in the speci�c tasks.

Finally, the level of skills also a�ects the expected duration of a job. Jobs end with probability

πlj :

πlj = πrlj,2 ·
[
πelj,1 ·

(
1− hc

#points (hc)

)]
The job separation process is allowed to di�er between education levels and regions where the

region with meetings is set as the reference category (πmeetinglj,2 = 1). Job separation probabilities

decline (or increase) in how skilled workers are. This generates a source of duration dependence

in employment as workers who have been employed for longer periods are also likely to have

accumulated more skills and thus less (more) likely to exit to unemployment. The link between

skills and job destruction implies that a random sample of workers at in�ow at a given point in

time will be a selected from the underlying ergodic distribution of workers in terms of skills and

willingness to work.

35Since I do not focus on human capital accumulation in general, lasting experience or life cycle e�ects are
not included in the model (a time period in the model is 2 weeks). The ergodic distribution of skills is therefore
constant over time (while some individuals loose skills and others accumulate skills) although individuals in the
sample become older (here 80 weeks). In larger samples workers could potentially be distinguished by age groups
to allow for di�erences in the level of skill.
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Active Labour Market Programs

ALMPs enter the model in two ways. Firstly programme participation is associated with extra

e�ort and lost leisure measured by φi in the utility function.36 Secondly there can be productive

e�ects (πw,mp, πw,ap) from programme participation through an increase in job o�er arrival rates.

Individuals have to participate in ALMPs and the only way to escape programme participation is

by becoming employed. In both control groups meeting participation is random and happens with

probability πmp = 0.15. The probability of participation in an activation programme is 0 during

the �rst 10 weeks of unemployment, hereafter it increases with unemployment duration until

an intensity of 0.35. The parameters are chosen in order to match the meetings and activation

intensity in the control group documented in Maibom et al. (2017). The treatment group face

the same participation probabilities as the control group in the waiting and post-treatment phase

(see Table 1). In the treatment phase they participate in programmes with certainty.

Dynamic Program and Choices

The value of a (α, θ) combination at a given point in time is the sum of the current reward and an

expected future reward which is a�ected by current choices and the position in the state space.

Individuals have perfect knowledge with regard to the probability distribution from which future

realizations will be drawn (each element of α,θ, U () and P () has been presented above):

∀α ∈ A (θ) , v (α, θ) = U (α, θ) + δE [V (θ′)]

= U (α, θ) + δ
∑
θ′

P {θ′|θ, α}V (θ′)

At each point in time the individual solves this decision problem choosing the actions that give

him the highest value. The value function can be determined as:

∀θ, V (θ) = max
α

v (α, θ) (1)

Conditional on a position in the state space θ (and ignoring even cases) the model generates

a strong prediction about individual behaviour as one action maximizes the equation above.

There are two approaches in the literature to allow �observationally� similar agents to make

di�erent choices and thus increase the correspondence with real data. One approach adds fur-

ther dimensions of unobserved heterogeneity to θ while the other introduces uncertainty in the

predictions of behaviour ex post. In particular Rust (1987) add a 'taste shifter' - an additive

and unobserved continuous state variable to the utility function - while Eckstein and Wolpin

(1999) smooth choice probabilities ex post. The procedure followed here is a mixture. Firstly,

the existence of discrete unobserved state variables (human capital and wage o�ers) provides

36Note that in principle φi could also be negative (and this is allowed for in the estimation) such that programme
participation generates utility gains. If this is the case a reverse threat e�ect may exist for individuals who
unexpectedly experience an increase in the intensity of interactions (a so called attraction e�ect). The empirical
literature suggests e�ects in the opposite direction.
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an explanation for why two observationally similar individuals make di�erent choices. Secondly,

to allow for zero-probability or unanticipated events choice probabilities are smoothed ex post.

Choice probabilities are smoothed using a logistic kernel (ρ > 0):

ṽ (α, θ) = exp {ρ [v (α, θ)− V (θ)]}

P {α|θ} =
ṽ (α, θ)∑
α ṽ (α, θ)

(2)

where ρ determines the importance of smoothing. The smoothing of choice probabilities implies

that if the value associated with an in-optimal choice is close to the value of an optimal choice

(ṽ (α, θ) ≈ 1) the probability of either choice will be similar. Choice probabilities connected to

actions which are far from optimal (ṽ (α, θ) ≈ 0) will be close to zero. As ρ increase the probability

that agents make unexpected/in-optimal choices decrease, as the distance from optimal values

receives higher weight and ṽ (α, θ) is pushed towards zero.37 Smoothing ex post introduces a

wedge between the decision rule agents anticipate to follow and what happens in reality. Basically

the current formulation allows agents to make zero probability or unanticipated events.

Timing

Figure 4 illustrates the timing of the model: from the ergodic distribution the out�ow from

employment into unemployment in a given period is selected into either control or treatment

groups. Due to the design of the experiment the distribution over both observable and unobserv-

able states is identical at in�ow into the experiment. Individuals in the control group enter an

environment without treatment (post-treatment world) and progresses through unemployment

making choices according to the structure laid out above. Conditional on θenviroment their en-

vironment is stationary. For the treatment group this does not hold as the accounting variables

in θexperiment variables c and p change over time which a�ects the likelihood of present or future

programme participation. At in�ow into the experiment, individuals in the treatment group

enter the waiting phase (see Table 1). Their future di�ers from what was expected at out�ow

from employment: while unemployed they will go through a waiting phase and a treatment phase

before they enter the phase without treatment. In the later phase the environment is identical

to the control group, but the distribution over states is potentially di�erent due to the impact

of the experiment.

37While the expression of choice probabilities above looks almost identical to the one in Rust (1987) there is
one fundamental di�erence. Here smoothing is ex post while the standard Rust model adds a taste shifter to
the model such that individuals take the existence of shocks to utility into account when they solve for optimal
values. When this taste shifter follows the extreme value distribution an expression of the choice probabilities
can be analytically solved for. This leads to a slight modi�cation of the contraction mapping (it now becomes a
log sum instead of the sum above) in the calculation of choice probabilities of the model. The main argument for
adding the taste shifter is to smooth choice probabilities.
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Figure 4: Timing in the model

6 Solution, Estimation and Identi�cation

This section contains a brief presentation of how the model is solved. It is discussed in more detail

how previous work is extended with additional calculations that increases the set of predictions

from the model which can be compared with data. Next the estimation procedure is presented,

and a discussion of identi�cation of central parameters of the model is provided. The model is

estimated using the method of moments. Table 6 contains a summary of the chosen moments

including the mean and standard deviation of the time series of moments. The moments capture

employment, unemployment and wage dynamics which are informative about the structural

parameters of the dynamic program.

Solution of the model and initial conditions

To generate predictions to compare with data the model is solved in a series of steps which will be

brie�y commented on below. More details are outlined in Appendix A. The solution procedure

consists of 5 steps, similar to the steps presented in Ferrall (2002), and one additional step which

will be presented in the last paragraph of this subsection:

i) Solve for V (θ) in (1).

ii) Calculate the policy function P (α|θ) as given in (2).

iii) Use the transition function for state variables (P (θ′|θ, α)) and the policy function (from ii)

to solve for how the distribution over states evolve from one period to the next unconditional on

choices (P (θ′|θ)).
iv) Use the state-to-state transition matrix (determined in iv) to solve for the ergodic distribution

across states. 38

v) From the ergodic distribution and the state-to-state transition matrix create a sample of

unemployed workers which matches the data on observables (e.g. unemployment duration) and

also takes account of the dynamic selection on unobservables.

Step v) takes into account that the data is not a random sample of workers from the ergodic

distribution, but endogenously sampled as to enter the experiment individuals had to become

unemployed - and some even had to remain unemployed for a longer period of time (see the

Data section above). This makes the sample negatively selected in terms of both observables

and unobservables compared to the average worker in the ergodic distribution. Naturally neither

of the above invalidates the experimental design but it is important to take into account in an

38To solve for the ergodic distribution solve for the �xed point (vector) in π (θ) = P (θ′|θ)π (θ). Ferrall (2002)
shows the conditions which are required for the existence of an ergodic distribution - the main requirement is that
transitional dynamics for each state variable is either ergodic, invariant or dependent.
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analysis focused on quantifying parameters in the decision process and extrapolating the results

into other settings with di�erent individuals or policies. If this initial conditions problem (see e.g.

Aguirregabiria and Mira (2010)) is not accounted for, estimates of the decision parameters will be

biased as unobservables correlate with observables and decisions in ways which are unaccounted

for.39

The �ve steps outlined above can be used to solve for Ω (θ|t), the distribution over states at

time t since in�ow into the experiment for the selected group of individuals enrolled into the

experiment. Ω (θ|t) can be solved for by iterating on the initial distribution across states de�ned

in v) using the state-to-state transition matrix de�ned in iv).40

Finally a further step vi) is added to the solution procedure. In order to increase the number

of predictions from the model which can be compared to data, the fraction of individuals which

have followed speci�c paths or spells and thier distribution across spells can be determined by

extending the solution procedure outlined above.

vi) Determine the fraction of workers satisfying certain spell requirements and determine their

distribution across state variables for each t

This �nal step is illustrated by example. To economize on state variables there is no state variable

which counts employment duration in the model presented above. In order to calculate moments

related to employment duration the in�ow into employment for each t, and the distribution

across states, is determined. This implies that the distribution of employment durations for each

period t can be obtained. In practice an inner �reduced� Markov chain is added to the solution

of the model which determines ΩRED (θ|t), the distribution across states satisfying certain spell

requirements (here employment for a period of time).41 These calculations thereby allow me to

include moments which are only indirectly linked to a state variable.42In relation to the model

speci�ed above, these calculations allow the inclusion of moments describing both employment

durations and wages conditional on employment durations to the set of moments which is matched

on. Adding these moments has the advantage that the unobserved state variable human capital

is now more directly linked to data moments which strengthens the identi�cation of the job

separation and skills accumulation processes.

39For example individuals with long unemployment spells at in�ow into the experiment, may accept low wages
either because they have a low cost of working or low skills. If we do not take into account that this group is a
negatively selected group in terms of skills we prescribe all behaviour to the former.

40Ω (θ|t) = P (θ′|θ)t ω (θ) where ω (θ) denotes the initial distribution over states at the start of the experiment.
41ΩRED (θ|t+ k) = PRED (θ′|θ)k ωINFLOWt (θ) where ωINFLOWt (θ) denotes the in�ow into employment in

period t. PRED (θ′|θ)k is a transition matrix which have non-zero entries for transitions which implies that the
individual stays employed. ΩRED (θ|t+ k) gives the fraction of individuals who has been employed for k periods
at time t+k and the distribution across statevariables θ.

42The procedure is basically the method of moment equivalent to the simulated method of moment estimators
where the simulated data enables the researcher to condition on moments not directly linked to the model. The
inner chain calculates the distribution of e.g. employment duration over time although employment duration is
not a state variable in the model. The modi�cation shows how further moments can be added to the model
without increasing the state space or having to simulate the model (but naturally it still a�ects computational
speed). A recent paper by Eisenhauer et al. (2015) documents that the simulation error that exists in models
exploiting simulated moments can a�ect the estimates in non-trivial ways.
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Estimation

The parameters of the model are estimated using the method of moments. The estimation pro-

ceeds as follows: For a set of parameters the model generates a series of behavioural predictions

which are translated into moments and compared to data. The di�erence between these moments

is now minimized by changing the parameters, and resolving the model to generate new predic-

tions, until a minimum is found. To calculate the predictions of the model start by calculating

the expected value of a certain outcome (for instance the wage) conditional on a position in the

state space θ.

E (Y |θ) =
∑
α

P (α|θ)Y (α, θ)

Where Y (α, θ) is a given outcome which may vary with both choices and position in the state

space. E (Y |θ) gives us the expected value of a moment conditional on a position in the state

space. The initial distribution over states and the Markovian structure of the problem determine

how the conditional moment evolves over time. Next the conditional moments are weighted with

the corresponding distribution over states at a given point in time. Predictions are determined

conditional on time (t) and also conditional on the time invariant states: unobserved type (k),

educational (e), regional (r) and treatment groups (g).43 This results in a time series of moments:

E [YM |t, e, r, g, k] =
∑

θ|k,e,r,g

Ω(θ|k,e,r,g|t, k, e, r, g)E (Y |θ)

Where to calculate moments related to employment duration (#12-#14 in Table 6) Ω (θ|t, k, e, r, g)

is substituted with ΩRED(θ|t, k, e, r, g) which was de�ned above. Next, moments are weighted

with the distribution over unobserved types (k):

E [YM |t, e, r, g] =
∑
k

λ (k, e, r)E [YM |t, e, r, g, k]

where λ (k, r, e) is the proportion of type k individuals within educational group e and region r.

Finally model predictions are compared to data predictions:

(E [YD|t, e, r, g]− E [YM |t, e, r, g])
′
W (E [YD|t, e, r, g]− E [YM |t, e, r, g])

The weight matrix is an inverted diagonal matrix with the variance of the data moments in the

sample. The method of moments now proceeds by minimizing this objective. Standard errors

are calculated for the standard one stage GMM case (see e.g. Cameron and Trivedi (2005)):

Var (Θ) =
1

N · T

(
Ĝ′WĜ

)−1
Ĝ′WŜWĜ

(
Ĝ′WĜ

)−1
where Θ denotes the vector of parameters to be estimated, Ĝ is the Jacobian matrix and Ŝ the

43The notation θ|e therefore refers to the set of state variables excluding the state variable e.
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sample variance covariance matrix of the matrix of moments over time.

Identi�cation

The parameters of the model are identi�ed by restrictions (of both the behavioural and func-

tional form) generated by the model on how the moments can vary over time, within and across

educational and regional groups. The existence of experimental variation generates exogenous

variation in programme participation which is useful in the identi�cation of costs, φi, and the

experiment also generates variation in incentives across time which can be useful to separate

πw,i and φi. To assess whether the imposed structure and the selected moments are su�cient to

recover the structural parameters a �baby-version� of the model, with the main central mechan-

isms, have been simulated and subsequently the generated data were used to con�rm that the

chosen parameter values could be recovered from estimation. Although this is by no means a

formal proof of identi�cation nor an actual Monte Carlo exercise it still provides a good indica-

tion of whether the model is identi�ed.

Some central issues related to identi�cation can be illustrated by discussing some �exclusion re-

strictions� in the model (see e.g. Wolpin (2013, 1987)). For instance, the model predicts that

unemployed individuals are unemployed either because a job o�er has been rejected or because

no job o�er was available. As the data contain no information on whether the unemployed re-

ceived a job o�er nor the size of the wage o�ered, the two explanations should be distinguished

using data on job �nding and accepted wages only. This distinction requires either functional

form restrictions or the existence of a variable which a�ects the availability of job o�ers without

directly a�ecting the decision to accept a job o�er or not, and similarly a state variable in the

wage function should a�ect wages without a�ecting preferences. Here the impact of unemploy-

ment duration on job o�er rates, the impact of skills on wage o�ers serve as such restrictions.

Furthermore the restrictions across regions, time44 and educational groups, and the functional

form of duration dependence implies that the probability of receiving a job o�er and the para-

meters of the wage function can be separated from preferences. This also serve as motivation

for why some of the moments matched on are unemployment duration squared and duration

dependent out�ow rates from unemployment. If two individuals are identical besides di�erent

unemployment duration and they have di�erent in�ow rates, this is thus informative about how

the probability of a job o�er changes with unemployment duration. Similarly information on the

level and evolution of skills provides information regarding the parameters of the wage function

and thus provides further justi�cation for the importance of step vi) outlined in the solution

procedure above. This step ensures that unobserved state variables can be linked to certain pat-

terns in the data which improves identi�cation of the parameters of the process. In particular,

the (squared) interaction between employment duration and wages is informative of how the

44Repeated spells of unemployment are also useful in this context since tastes are constant over time in the
model. Magnac and Thesmar (2002) show how stationarity of the utility function serve as another exclusion
restriction in dynamic models. In particular, as the utility of choices does not change with time itself observing
individuals make choices at di�erent points in time (and in di�erent enviroments (e.g. after longer spells of
employment or unemployment)) therefore also serves as identifying variation.
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distribution of human capital evolves over time while matching on employment duration and the

rate of job loss is informative of the parameters determining job loss.

However, the most important source of variation is generated by the existence of the experiment.

The experiment generates exogenous variation in the cost of being unemployed which allows us to

distinguish between competing cost structures. The experimental variation allows a separation

of di�erent environments such as i) an environment with large costs of programme participation

and search intensity from ii) an environment with low costs. These two explanations could gen-

erate the same size of impact but will have very di�erent welfare implications: in i) agents incur

substantial utility costs as they have to participate in �harmful programmes� without us directly

observing it in the data, whereas in ii) the agents utility changes very little. Non-experimental

data on individuals participating in ALMPs will not allow us to distinguish these explanations

without assumptions that allow us to evaluate what individuals would have done in the absence

of treatment. Identifying costs thus requires a comparison of participants with non-participants

at a given point in time, and conditional on a limited set of state variables. This requires the

assumption that agents are similar in all other dimensions than programme participation.

Furthermore the experimental variation in incentives generates an additional channel of variation

which is useful. One way to distinguish between φi and πw,i (two di�erent explanations for why

programmes work) is by looking at the time pro�le of individual behaviour. An increase in the

in�ow to employment in the weeks prior to programme participation or within the �rst weeks

is informative of the size of the utility cost component, whereas out�ow rates after programme

participation informs us about the quali�cation e�ect.

Overall the experiment generates the opportunity to observe identical agents in di�erent settings

and from their di�erential behaviour and, by the imposed structure of the model, to analyse the

way that the treatment a�ects individuals. Contrasting moments from the treatment group with

the control group allow us to keep other time varying confounders such as duration dependence

and di�erences in skills �xed and attribute di�erences in behaviour to the exogenous di�erence

in programme participation. The model and the experimental data therefore allow us to assess

the importance of utility costs in an environment which is very rich in terms of heterogeneity

between participants: some will face di�erent returns to searching (due to di�erent cu), some will

face di�erent wage o�ers (hc or j di�erences) or di�erent job stability (di�erences in hc), some

will di�er in preferences for leisure etc. This also a�ects the size and distribution of the compens-

ating variation associated with the experiment or other policies as it introduces di�erences in

the prospects (and thus in the value associated with alternative choices) for future employment

across individuals.

7 Results

Below some evidence on the �t of the model are presented with a series of �gures that compare

model predictions with data. Initially focus is on the �t of the model in the control group.

Subsequently some key implications of the estimated model are shown and the long term pre-
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dictions of the model is compared to data. The section proceeds by comparing the impact of

the experiment generated by the model with data, and then some key channels through which

participation in ALMPs a�ect job �nding are presented. Next the implications of the estimates

and the importance of the individual level costs of participating in ALMPs is discussed. The

section concludes with a welfare analysis of the experiments under investigation incorporating

the costs associated with increased production and participation in ALMPs. To incorporate the

later the compensating variation is calculated.

Model �t

Below some evidence on the �t of the model for the control group is presented. For comparison

Appendix C contains the same graphs for the treatment group, the di�erence between control and

treatment predictions will be discussed in the subsection on the impact of the experiment. Figure

5 shows the correspondence between predictions of the model and the data for employment rates

(see Appendix B Figure 16 for more �gures on the in�ow rate). Generally the �t is reasonable

and the �gure shows that the model is able to generate both high initial out�ow and subsequently

decreasing in�ow rates. The model �ts in�ow rates in the long run suggesting that the main

predictions in terms of in and out�ow to employment are well explained by the model (I show

evidence on job separations below). Figure 6 shows that the model matches the distribution

of unemployment durations reasonably well although beyond 20 weeks the model predicts too

high unemployment duration in the region with meetings (this is related to the fact that the

model does not �t in�ow rates su�ciently well in this region). Fitting unemployment duration

is important as the model presents duration dependence as an important characteristic of the

labour market.
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Figure 5: Employment (data and model comparison)
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Note: see the appendix for further graphs on in�ow rates for later weeks. See Appendix C Figure 18 for the
same set of �gures for the treatment group.

Figure 6: Average (squared) unemployment duration (data and model comparison)
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Note: See Appendix C Figure 19 for the same set of �gures for the treatment group.
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Primitives of the model

Figure 7 presents how job o�er arrival rates varies with the duration in unemployment. The

�gure displays clear duration dependence in job o�er rates - after 20 weeks of unemployment

the likelihood that a job o�er arrives is around 20 % of the rate at in�ow into unemployment.

Duration dependence implies that the return to job search substantially decreases over time and

therefore individuals are likely to search more in the initial phases of unemployment. Negative

duration dependence (see Figure 7) is an important part of the explanation for the decrease in

out�ow rates documented above. Figure ?? in Appendix B shows the �t of the model in an

environment without duration dependence. This speci�cation is not able to generate the spike

initially in out�ow rates and subsequently lower rates in the longer run. Either the initial out�ow

from unemployment is too low or alternatively the model predicts that long run employment levels

will be too high. By including duration dependence in job o�ers the model �ts out�ow rates in

both the short and longer run.

Figure 8 shows how wage o�ers vary as a function of the level of skills. There is a clear di�erence

in wages across education levels and it is growing in the level of skills due to the education

speci�c returns to skills. The level of skills also a�ects the probability of a job separation, Figure

9 presents the rate of job loss as a function of skills. Generally high skilled individuals face

around 50 % of the risk of losing their job than low skilled. The risk of a job loss is declining in

the level of education. Thus, although Table ?? shows that skill accumulation is faster for low

educated workers, the higher risk of job separations also makes the risk of losing skills larger.

As can be seen from the �gures on model �t and model primitives, the environment therefore

produces substantial returns to education - highly educated individuals receive higher wages,

more stable employment and higher wage growth.

Table 7 presents some key moments in the ergodic distribution across education level, regions and

types. As mentioned earlier, the environment consists of two very di�erent types of individuals.

In particular one type is very impatient and therefore chooses not to search and instead just claim

UI. This implies that they have high levels of unemployment duration and low skills. The table

documents large di�erences in employment rates and skills both across and within educational

levels. The heterogeneity across individuals is likely to generate heterogeneity in the e�ectiveness

of ALMPs.

Finally the �gures and table presented above show that there are some di�erences across regions

(R1 and R2): job o�er rates are generally lower in the region with early activation programmes

(R2) and duration dependence is more pronounced. The probability of losing a job is also slightly

smaller in this region. The environment is therefore less dynamic which is likely to a�ect the

impact of the treatment and suggests that a �raw� comparison of the size of impacts across

regions should be done with caution. This concern is further attenuated by the fact that the

distribution of types di�ers slightly between the regions.
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Figure 7: Job o�er rates
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Figure 8: Wage o�er function
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Out of sample �t

Figure 10 illustrates how the model matches the data out of the current sample window. To

generate predictions the time series of moments is solved beyond the estimation window of the

�rst 80 weeks. The predictions are then compared to corresponding moments in the data. The

�gure shows how employment rates continue to decline beyond the estimation window in the

data, and the model is not able to capture this decline fully. To the extent that this decline is

not driven by changes in the environment after the experiment, this implies that the predictions

of the ergodic distribution may be upward biased implying the future employment prospects of

individuals are overstated.
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Figure 9: Job Loss
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Figure 10: Out sample predictions
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* The vertical bar (at 80 weeks) marks the end of the estimation window

Impact of the experiment

Figure 11 compares the impact of the experimental intervention in the model to the data. The

�gure shows that there are clear regional di�erences in the response to being enrolled into the

experiment in both the model and the data. In the model, individuals in the activation region

display smaller responses as participation lies further in the future. In both regions the current

�t of the model generates too small impacts, especially for low educated individuals. The impacts

are largest in the region with meetings where employment increases with up to 15 % within the

�rst 5 weeks. The lower panel in the �gure displays the impact on average wages for employed

workers. Both in the data and in the model impacts are very small. In the meetings regions

average wages are slightly lower initially both in the model and the data - over time the di�erence

disappears.
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Table 7: Key moments describing the ergodic distribution
Region Meetings

Educational group Low (R1) Medium (R1) High (R1)

Preference for leisure group T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2

Job loss rate 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

Employment rate 0.01 0.67 0.39 0.88 0.29 0.89

Unemployment duration*** 8.99 2.19 5.22 0.56 6.19 0.56

Average skill level** 0.01 3.48 1.85 4.38 1.07 3.75

Region Activation

Educational group Low (R2) Medium (R2) High (R2)

Preference for leisure group T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2

Job loss rate 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Employment rate 0.01 0.45 0.20 0.85 0.25 0.87

Unemployment duration*** 8.99 4.39 7.02 0.85 6.59 0.73

Average skill level** 0.01 2.29 0.93 4.18 0.85 3.60
Note: The table describes the ergodic distribution from which the in�ow into unemployment is sampled (see

estimation-section). R1: meetings region, R2: activation region,

* T1: high preference for leisure types (ψk = 1), T2: low preference for leisure types (ψk 6= 1), ** ce grid is

{0, ...5}, *** cu grid is {0, ..., 9}

Figure 11: Impact of the experiment
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Welfare calculations

Table 8 reports the monetary estimates of φap, φmp and the equivalent reduction in UI. The

estimates imply that individuals would be willing to reduce the level of UI with up to 50 %

in the week of participation in order to escape participation.45 The costs are increasing in the

education level. The cost of participating in a meeting is higher than the corresponding one for

activation when it is taken into account that a meeting is a much shorter intervention. Therefore

unemployed would prefer an hour in activation compared to an hour in a meeting.

Table 8: Estimates of the cost of ALMP participation
Meetings Low Medium High

Equivalent reduction in wage 36% -6% 25%

Activation Low Medium High

Equivalent reduction in wage 52% 35% -4%
Note: The table reports the monetary value (Wmax · φi) and the corresponding equivalent reduction in wages in

the week of participation in ALMPs.

φmp and φap measure the utility cost associated with participating in a programme in a given

period. In order to calculate the total impact on treated individuals in the experiment under

investigation further calculations are required. Generally two relevant calculations can be per-

formed: i) the impact of the experiment on realized cost and ii) the e�ects on expected utility.

i) only includes costs associated with actual programme participation in the treatment group,

whereas ii) use the change in the value functions between treated and controls at in�ow into the

experiment as an estimate of the total e�ect on treated individuals. ii) therefore also includes the

impact of the threat of future participation although such costs may never be realized because

individuals change behaviour and increase their e�orts to leave unemployment. The importance

of this later channel depends crucially on the value of alternative actions; if for instance the cost

associated with leaving unemployment earlier than �planned� is small the compensation needed

to equalize the value functions is also smaller.

To calculate the monetary equivalent of the di�erence in expected utility the compensating vari-

ation (CV) is calculated for each value of θ and weighted with the distribution over states at

in�ow into the experiment. The CV is the monetary compensation which leaves individuals in

the treatment groups indi�erent between belonging to the treatment or control group at in�ow

into the experiment. It can be de�ned as:

V
(
θenviroment|g + CV

(
θenviroment|g

)
|g=treatment, p=0, c=0

)
= V

(
θenviroment|g|g=control

)
(3)

45For comparison Svarer (2011) reports that the size of sanctions related to failure to meet eligibility criteria
(e.g. participating in a meeting) ranges from a loss of bene�ts for 2-3 days to 3 weeks (in severe cases bene�ts
may be removed until new eligibility through employment has been established). The cost associated with not
attending a meeting should be an upper bound on the size of utility costs (else participants should simply not
attend).
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where the LHS is equal to:

max
α
{log (Income (α, θ)− Cost(α, θ) + CV (θ)) + δE [V (θ′)]}

In practice the state speci�c parameter (CV) is solved for in an optimization problem where

the objective is the di�erence in value functions between treated and controls. Under a given

set of monetary compensation levels the value function for individuals in the treatment group is

calculated and compared it to the control group, This continues until the di�erence is 0.46 Table

9 presents the average CV (within education, region and preference for leisure groups) associated

with the experiment under investigation. The table shows that the average CV is substantial

and up to 28 times larger than the monetary costs associated with participation in programmes

in a given week. The compensation di�ers across educational groups and types where types with

lower costs of searching require lower compensation. Furthermore the compensating variation is

larger in the region with meetings as the probability of future participation is higher and closer

in time (participation starts immediately after in�ow).

Several features of the environment explain the high CV. Most importantly, as individuals are

risk averse the utility function displays declining marginal utility of income which implies that

the e�ciency of compensation at in�ow (before programme participation) is lower than giving

it at the time of actual programme participation. This implies that the compensation exceeds

expected future costs because the outcomes are risky and individuals prefer an environment

without risks (the control group). Furthermore the average group speci�c CV masks substantial

heterogeneity within groups. Table 17 in the appendix displays how the CV varies for di�erent

durations of unemployment (cu) and skills (hc) for low educated individuals in the meetings

region. The table documents substantial heterogeneity in the CV, and two �ndings emerge.

First the CV is increasing in unemployment duration and secondly it is declining in the level of

skills or the value of future employment. A long term unemployed (cu=9) needs twice as high

compensation as a newly unemployed. Similarly a high skilled individual only needs 50 % of the

compensation given to a low skilled counterpart. The table thereby shows that the high average

compensating variation is partly driven by individuals with low employment prospects who needs

to be compensated much more.

Welfare analysis

The estimates of the CV can be used to analyse the overall impact on welfare associated with

the experiment under investigation. The impact on welfare is analysed incorporating the value

of lost non-market time both in terms of costs associated with participation in ALMPs and in

46Since the utility function is non-linear solving for the CV implies that the contraction mapping should be
resolved for each guess of compensation. Any compensation may change current actions and thus the expectations
about the future. Furthermore, this calculation cannot be performed solving for the value functions in the control
group due to the ergodic structure of the problem which implies that individuals eventually end up in the same
state as their in�ow state and thus receive the compensation again (individuals take this into account calculating
the value associated with the given state). To ensure a one time compensation the compensation should therefore
be calculated for the treatment group at in�ow into the experiment.
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Table 9: Compensating variation pr. week enrolled into the experiment
Meetings Region

Education groups Low Medium High
Type T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2

Compensating variation (CV)

CV relative to utility cost
Note: The CV (de�ned in 3) is weighted with the initial distribution across states at in�ow into the experiment.

T1: high preference for time types (ψk = 1), T2: low preference for time types (ψk 6= 1)

terms of costs from an increase in production. In the CBA the gains to society of running the

experiments are calculated. The gains include the value of increased production and in addition

it is assumed that the marginal cost of public funds is either 20% or 0%47. The former means that

to �nance a given transfer to the unemployed the loss to society is 20%. When reducing transfers

(by bringing individuals into employment) the gain to society amounts to 20% (0%) of the saved

transfers. The saved transfers as such are not included in the CBA as this is simply a transfer

internally in society. The costs are the direct costs of running the programme and in addition

to the marginal costs of public funds needed to �nance the extra costs.48 The calculations are

reported in Table 10. The table shows that a traditional CBA substantially overestimates the

value of social programmes by assuming that the value of lost leisure is 0. This is especially

true in cases where the programme requires some e�ort from the individual which he regards as

unpleasant, as in such cases the non-market wage is substantially di�erent from 0. In the case

of meetings the gain of the programme falls by 35% and in the case of activation the gain is

reduced with 80 % and is close to 0.

Table 10: Cost Bene�t Analysis
in EURO pr. participant Input Costs MCPF=20% Costs MCPF=0

Meetings: ***

Saved income transfers 3631 726 0

Saved programme costs -47 -57 -47

Saved total costs 669 -47

Acc. gain in employment (weeks) 7.44

Gain of increased production 5101 5101

CBA before individual costs (in ¿) 5770 5054

Costs from increase in production* 843 843

Loss in welfare** 880 880

Net result of CBA (in ¿) 4047 3331
*Costs associated with the increase in production are the average value of κ averaged over types and education

**I use the average cost (compensating variation) obtained by averaging over types and educational groups. ***

The time frame is 237 weeks as in Maibom et al. (2017)

47There is a discussion in the literature (see e.g. Kreiner and Verdelin (2012)) on whether marginal costs of
public funds should be included. Below calculations with 20 % and 0 % are therefore presented

48See Maibom et al. (2017) for further details. The same employment de�nition as reported in their paper is
used for determining the increase in production. Maibom et al. (2017) analyse the impact of the experiment on
government budgets and a simple welfare analysis (assuming that individuals do not value leisure) is conducted.
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Table 11: Cost Bene�t Analysis
in EURO pr. participant Input Costs MCPF=20% Costs MCPF=0

Activation:

Saved income transfers 1392 278 0

Saved programme costs -440 -528 -440

Saved total costs -250 -440

Acc. gain in employment (weeks) 2.98

Gain of increased production 2044 2044

CBA before individual costs (in ¿) 1794 1604
Costs from increase in production* 246 246

Loss in welfare** 1180 1180

Net result of CBA (in ¿) 350 178
*Costs associated with the increase in production is the average value of κ averaged over types and education
(work week 37 hours) **I use the average cost (compensating variation) obtained by averaging over types and

educational groups. *** The time frame is 237 weeks as in Maibom et al. (2017)
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8 Conclusion

Active Labour Market Programs (ALMPs) such as meetings at the job centre or shorter workfare

(activation) programmes have been presented as a way to improve e�ciency and reduce moral

hazard in the labour market. The empirical literature has documented the existence of so-called

threat e�ects which are consistent with the existence of a costs associated with programme par-

ticipation. These costs arise because individuals spend a part of their non-market time at the job

centre where they have to exert e�ort and potentially do unpleasant work (and maybe even feel

stigmatized). Although costs are an important driver behind generated impacts, the previous

literature has mainly focused on the gains of these programmes in terms of increasing job �nding

rates. However, in order to assess whether such programmes are indeed worthwhile social invest-

ments and whether better alternatives exist, gains associated with the programmes should be

contrasted to costs including individual level costs. Therefore knowledge about the magnitude

and distribution of such costs is needed.

Determining individual level costs is challenged by the fact they are generally unobservable.

Furthermore since these programmes often serve as conditionalities for receiving UI the indi-

vidual valuation is not directly observable from the individual decision of whether to enter the

programme or not. Costs therefore have to be determined indirectly from individual behaviour

such as job �nding rates and accepted wages. In order to generate a link between behaviour

and individual level costs an economic model of behaviour and an accurate description of the

incentives faced by potential participants must be speci�ed.

In order to quantify how individuals value ALMPs this paper developed a dynamic model with

discrete choices capturing key behavioural channels which can be a�ected through interactions

between unemployed and public authorities (the job centre). The model was estimated using

data from a Danish randomized experiment which provides exogenous variation in the intensity

of interactions. Thereby the costs agents incurs when they have to go into either activation

or a meeting at the job centre can be estimated. To analyse e�ects on welfare, the structure

of the model is used to calculate the compensating variation associated with the experimental

intervention. The model incorporates several sources of heterogeneity and the analysis shows

that the corresponding estimates of the compensating variation varies greatly among states. In

particular some individuals require very large compensations at in�ow into the experiment.

Overall the results suggest that traditional CBA calculations which do not take the individual

loss of non-market time into account overstate the gain from having these programmes. The

individual level costs are substantial and amounts to up to 50 % of UI in a given week of par-

ticipation. The analysis shows that individual costs and associated compensating variation are

important to quantify in order to assess whether the current mix between ALMPs and UI is op-

timal. Ignoring the existence of these costs implies that we put excessive weight on the e�ciency

of UI systems while overall welfare may be deteriorated.
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9 Appendix A: Solution of the model

I solve the model in a series of steps outlined below. The solution procedure is similar to the one

presented in Ferrall (2002).

i) Solve for V (θ) in (1) using the contraction mapping properties.

The method of successive approximations and error bounds suggested by McQuad and Porteus

is used (see Rust (1986)). Ferrall (2002) gives the conditions under which V (θ) is a contraction

mapping. This have also been tested numerically by starting the �xed point equation from a series

of di�erent initial conditions, the resulting value function is indistinguishable across iterations.

ii) Calculate the policy function, P (α|θ) as given in (2).

The policy function speci�es how agents behave given a position in the state space. Given a

distribution across state variables, aggregate behaviour in a given period can be determined (in

a later stage this is then compared to data through moments). To determine behaviour across

time the policy function and the transition functions presented in the main text can be combined

to specify how the distribution over the state space evolves over time.

iii) Solve for the state-to-state transition matrix:

Psts (θ′|θ) =
∑
α

P (α|θ)P (θ′|α, θ)

The state-to-state transition function allows us to track the evolution of the state space from

some t to some t+ k exploiting that the model is Markovian (i.e. iterating on a Markov chain).

Given an initial distribution over states the distribution of states at a given point in time can be

solved for. The remaining challenge is therefore to specify an initial distribution across states.

This is further complicated by the fact that some state variables are unobserved and therefore an

initial distribution over states is also unobservable. As explained earlier this problem is solved

exploiting the existence of an ergodic distribution.

iv) Solve for the ergodic distribution:

Pergodic (θ) =
∑
θ′

P (θ′|θ)Pergodic (θ) (4)

The ergodic distribution speci�es how individuals are distributed across states in the economy

in steady state. From this distribution the in�ow into unemployment can be determined. The

ergodic distribution is found by solving for the �xed point in(4), see also Judd (1998). The

existence and uniqueness of the ergodic distribution have also been tested numerically.

v) Apply sample selection rules to the the ergodic distribution.

This �nal step creates a sample that matches the data on observable terms (e.g. unemployment

duration) but also takes account of the dynamic selection on unobservables since in�ow into

unemployment. Using the state-to-state transition function and the corrected initial distribution

over observable and unobservable states we can now solve for the distribution over states for each

time period since t = 0.
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These 5 steps now enable me to relate the predictions of the model to the actual data and

thus learn about the structural parameters. In the main text the content of a �nal step vi) is

presented:

vi) Determine the fraction of workers satisfying certain spell requirements and determine their

distribution across state variables for each t.
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10 Appendix B: Further Figures and Tables

Further data descriptives

Table 12: Descriptives in the Meetings Region
Variable Type Variable Treatment Control P-value

Demographics

Age 39.18 39.12 0.91

Below 30 0.21 0.23 0.18

Above 45 0.27 0.29 0.39

Fraction Males 0.52 0.55 0.25

Education length 11.73 11.68 0.79

State before in�ow

Newly Non-employed 0.80 0.77 0.18

Sick-listed 0.12 0.12 0.89

Education 0.04 0.03 0.30

Earnings 2007 283890 273857 0.22

Hourly Wage 2007 192.28 187.50 0.35

Previous Employment

Public sector 0.33 0.33 0.97

Trade 0.55 0.56 0.90

Construction 0.12 0.11 0.88

Employment history

Weeks in E (year -1) 40.35 39.70 0.48

Weeks in E (year -2) 37.82 39.05 0.20

Weeks in E (year -3) 36.41 36.88 0.64

Weeks in E (year -4) 35.57 36.46 0.39

Weeks in E (year -5) 36.30 36.65 0.74

Weeks in NE (year -1) 11.65 112.30 0.48

Weeks in NE (year -2) 14.18 12.95 0.20

Weeks in NE (year -3) 15.59 15.12 0.64

Weeks in NE (year -4) 16.43 15.54 0.39

Weeks in NE (year -5) 15.69 15.35 0.74

Observations 752 724
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Table 13: Descriptives in the Activation region
Variable Type Variable Treatment Control P-value

Demographics

Age 35.64 35.34 0.53

Below 30 0.38 0.35 0.23

Above 45 0.20 0.17 0.17

Fraction Males 0.47 0.48 0.57

Education length 13.63 13.78 0.26

State before in�ow

Newly Non-employed 0.68 0.68 0.83

Sick-listed 0.06 0.07 0.77

Education 0.21 0.21 0.74

Earnings 2007 234322.17 232753.77 0.87

Hourly Wage 2007 158.30 151.50 0.28

Previous Employment

Public sector 0.42 0.47 0.03

Trade 0.51 0.45 0.03

Construction 0.07 0.8 0.87

Employment history

Weeks in E (year -1) 28.70 29.58 0.44

Weeks in E (year -2) 26.69 26.13 0.63

Weeks in E (year -3) 25.02 23.49 0.18

Weeks in E (year -4) 23.10 21.53 0.16

Weeks in E (year -5) 24.63 23.21 0.24

Weeks in NE (year -1) 23.30 22.41 0.44

Weeks in NE (year -2) 25.31 25.87 0.63

Weeks in NE (year -3) 26.98 28.51 0.18

Weeks in NE (year -4) 28.91 30.47 0.16

Weeks in NE (year -5) 27.37 28.68 0.24

Observations 796 827
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Figure 12: Fraction of individuals entering education
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Note: time since start of experiment is measured in weeks

Figure 13: Fraction in self-support
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Note: time since start of experiment is measured in weeks
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Table 14: Replicating Table 3 using an alternative employment criterion
Employment status (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

After 4 weeks Low, R1 Medium, R1 High, R1 Low, R2 Medium, R2 High, R2

Treatment indicator 0.103* 0.0291 0.1000+ 0.0234 0.0349 0.00911

(0.0445) (0.0340) (0.0535) (0.0643) (0.0367) (0.0268)

Constant 0.251* 0.322* 0.226* 0.261* 0.267* 0.175*

(0.0299) (0.0241) (0.0359) (0.0460) (0.0253) (0.0184)

After 14 weeks

Treatment indicator 0.116* 0.0178 0.0911 0.134+ 0.0525 -0.0352

(0.0482) (0.0356) (0.0591) (0.0702) (0.0405) (0.0349)

Constant 0.488* 0.561* 0.540* 0.337* 0.515* 0.502*

(0.0345) (0.0256) (0.0427) (0.0495) (0.0286) (0.0242)

Observations 423 775 278 194 605 824
Note: The results are from separate OLS regressions after 2, 4, 10 and 14 weeks. The dependent variable is

employment status (not counting individuals in self su�ciency). Huber/White standard errors, + p < 0.10 , *

p < 0.05

Figure 14: Standard deviation for wages
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Note: time since start of experiment is measured in weeks

Table 15: Wage growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Employment duration 20 weeks 40 weeks 60 weeks 80 weeks

Low Education -0.00284 0.0237* 0.0180 0.0214+

(0.00963) (0.0109) (0.0119) (0.0130)

Medium Education -0.00646 0.0215* 0.0188* 0.0371*

(0.00600) (0.00670) (0.00722) (0.00772)

High Education 0.0226* 0.0470* 0.0648* 0.0830*

(0.00645) (0.00714) (0.00754) (0.00801)

N 2694 2490 2303 2085
Robust standard errors in parentheses, + p < 0.10 , * p < 0.05 . Data is pooled across regions. Wages for

employed workers are compared to their own in�ow wage after 20,40,60,80 weeks
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Figure 15: Treatment impact for employed workers
20 weeks in employment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Low, R1 Medium, R1 High, R1 Low, R2 Medium, R2 High, R2

Treatment indicator 2.397 -3.778* 1.830 2.426 -0.255 0.103

(2.419) (1.700) (2.450) (3.285) (1.945) (1.373)

Constant 95.60* 101.2* 103.4* 93.24* 97.84* 101.4*

(1.703) (1.209) (1.691) (2.478) (1.320) (0.957)

N 307 646 256 130 501 754
Robust standard errors in parentheses, + p < 0.10 , * p < 0.05 . The sample is employed after 10 weeks of

employment
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Further details about the model and �t:

Table 16: Other parameters in the model (not estimated)
Symbol Model Value (Control group)

πmp Meetings probability πmp = 0.10
πap Meetings probability πap = min {0.1 · uedur, 0.35}
δ Discount rate 0.995
UI UI level 0.6 ·Wmax

* in the treatment phase πmp and πap are set to 1. ** parameters are set to match features of the data, in
particular meetings and activation intensities as documented in Maibom et al. (2017). The replacement level of
a worker earning 150% above average earnings is around 0.6, see Bjoern and Hoej (2014). Therefore, in the

model UI is set to 0.6 ·Wmax.

Figure 16: Model �t: In�ow rates
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Figure 17: Model �t: Employment duration and wages
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Note: the �gure gives the data and model prediction for moment 13 de�ned in Table 6
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Table 17: Heterogeneity in the compensating variation (meetings region)
State variables Compensating variation

Unemployment duration (cu) Skill level (hc) Low (type 1) Low (type 2)

0 0
1 0
2 0
3 0
5 0
7 0
9 0
0 1
0 2
0 3
0 4
0 5

Note: The table reports the CV (de�ned in 3) for di�erent unemployment durations and skills for low educated
individuals in the meetings region. All other state variables are set to 0.
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11 Appendix C: Model �t for the treatment group

Figure 18: Employment (data and model comparison for the treatment group)
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Note: see the appendix for further graphs on in�ow rates for later weeks.
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Figure 19: Average (squared) unemployment duration (data and model comparison for the treat-
ment group)
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Figure 20: Job loss (data and model comparison)
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